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Challenge: 
 
Launch a film canister rocket using vinegar and Alka-Seltzer! 
 
Background: 
 
Vinegar and Alka-Seltzer react to create gas inside the closed canister. Pressure builds as the 
amount of gas increases. Eventually, the pressure pops the lid off the canister, allowing the  
canister to launch into the air! 
 
To understand why vinegar and Alka-Seltzer create gas we have to go a little deeper. Alka-
Seltzer contains sodium bicarbonate, potassium bicarbonate and anhydrous citric acid. When 
water is added, the anhydrous citric acid and the bicarbonates dissolve and are able to react. It 
turns out that carbonates and acids always react to create water, carbon dioxide gas, and a 
salt. We can write it as a general chemical equation 
 

Acid + Carbonate → Water + Carbon Dioxide Gas + Salt 
 
The salt is a specific term from chemistry – it doesn’t mean table salt. In chemistry, the term 
‘salt’ refers to the byproduct of an acid reacting with a base (the carbonate, in this case). The 
form of the salt depends upon the chemical composition of the acid and base. 
 
The reason we include vinegar in this kit is that vinegar is an acid itself. It’s scientific name is 
acetic acid, in fact. By providing additional acid, the reaction can occur much faster, creating 
gas much more quickly. The gas floats upward and pressure builds inside the canister, until – 
POP – the lid and the canister separate and the canister rockets upward. 
 
Since there are two different acids (citric and acetic acid) and two different carbonates (sodium 
and potassium bicarbonate), there are actually 4 different reactions taking place, each with 
their own chemical equation and byproduct, or salt. But in all cases, water and carbon dioxide 
are created.  
 
The speed of the reaction is quite important for launching the rocket. As pressure builds up 
inside the canister, the lid of the canister is pushed away from the canister body ever so 
slightly. This allows some liquid to escape, but because the opening is small, it takes time for 
the liquid to escape. If the gas pressure can build faster than the liquid can escape, the lid will 
be pushed off of the canister in one great POP! If the gas isn’t able to build pressure quickly 
enough, then the level of the liquid inside the canister will drain all the way and gas will be able 
to escape out the bottom of the canister with an unexciting fizz. 
 
This kit provides enough vinegar and Alka-Seltzer for at least 2 rocket launches. It is possible 
that with some experimentation by using additional water and breaking the tablet into smaller 
pieces, students can launch their rocket more than just twice.   
 
Procedure: 
 

1) Find a suitable location for your launches. The rockets will splash small amounts of the 
original Alka-Selzer tablet piece, salt byproducts, and dilute acid over a few feet, so we 
recommend doing the experiment outside. 
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2) WARNING!!! Put on safety-glasses (not included). WARNING!!! 

 
3) Squeeze about half of the vinegar into the canister. It’s easiest to make a mark on the 

bottle, half-way between the level of the vinegar and the bottom of the bottle, before 
squeezing the vinegar into the canister. 

 
4) Add all or part of an Alka-Seltzer tablet. 

 
5) Quickly put the cap on the canister and set the canister with lid-side down.  

WARNING!!! Do this quickly so you can get out of the way. WARNING!!! 
 

6) WARNING!!! Quickly back away so you don’t get hit with the canister. WARNING!!! 
 

7) If the canister doesn’t launch, use a stick or a ruler to gently nudge the canister 
(without tipping it) from a distance. If it still doesn’t launch, put a box over the rocket, 
then reach in, turn it lid-side up and squeeze the canister. Listen for the sound of 
pressure being released before removing the box. Ask a teacher for help if you don’t 
hear the pressure being released. 

 
WARNING!!! 

WHEN REACHING FOR A LOADED CANISTER LAY DOWN WITH ARMS EXTENDED TO 
KEEP YOU FACE AS FAR AWAY FROM THE CANISTER AS POSSIBLE. 

WARNING!!! 

 
 
Exploratory questions: 
 
Do you need to use all of the Alka-Seltzer tablet (try breaking the tablet and only using a little 
first)?  
 
Can you launch using a mixture of water and vinegar? Which is better?  
 
Measure the mass of the vinegar and the mass of the tablet piece before allowing them to 
react in an open canister, then measure the mass after the reaction. Can you determine the 
mass of the CO2 created in the reaction? 
 
Use thick paper to add a nose cone, body, and fins to the canister – does it launch higher? 
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